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before the Compact was  actually signed, the French
envoy  in   London  presented to the English
J	•   ,    •	I'l,".!.,   Extraordi-
. Government a memorial  in which Choiseul nary de-
demanded that the questions at issue between French*"the
England and Spain should be settled at the Govern,
same time as the conclusion of the treaty be- mem*
tween France and England.    Pitt was astounded at this
extraordinary demand  made by  a nation  with   which
England was at war on behalf of a nation with which
England was at peace, and instructed the English am-
bassador at Madrid to require the Spanish Government
to disavow the action of France, and to give an explana-
tion of the armaments which were  being equipped in
their harbours.
The Spanish Government, far from disavowing the
action of France, avowed and justified it, temporised
about the armaments, but at the same time Temporising
made professions of friendship which deceived of Spain.
the English ambassador, the fact being that, though
resolved on war, they wanted to gain time to enable their
yearly treasure fleet from America to reach Cadiz in
safety.
Pitt was not deceived by the protestations, and having
shortly   afterwards  received   certain   information from
secret sources of the signing of a treaty between France
and   Spain advised that  twelve or  fourteen pitt pro.
men-of-war should instantly be sent to Cadiz, poses a de-
and that our ambassador should be ordered war against
to demand a sight of the treaty, and to leave Spam-
Madrid at  once if it should be refused.    He insisted
(and subsequent events proved his foresight) that war
with Spain was inevitable, and that delay would only
serve to enable her to choose her opportunity.    For
England the war would  not be an onerous one.    No
new armaments would be required, and plans were already
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